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Why do we make the instruction choices that we do? How can we know when to make different, 

better choices? What are the different, better choices that we can make? 

A teaching praxis 

Understanding and applying principles of pedagogy can help us answer these questions and 

become better teachers of business research. Simply put, we can cultivate a teaching praxis: 

the practical application of teaching theory (pedagogy). The theory explains the why behind the 

what and how of our teaching. Being able to name why we make the instruction choices we do 

can make us better teachers of business research. 

 

As an example, I offer my own teaching praxis built on a foundation of critical and feminist 

pedagogies. I will introduce principles of inclusive teaching and apply them to teaching business 

research in the online environment, as illustrated by a case study of an online synchronous 

workshop “Business Research 101” that I taught for MBA and undergraduate honors business 

students in January 2021. 

Inclusive teaching defined 

Inclusive teaching “means embracing student diversity in all forms — race, ethnicity, gender, 

disability, socioeconomic background, ideology, even personality traits like introversion — as an 

asset. It means designing and teaching courses in ways that foster talent in all students, but 

especially those who come from groups traditionally underrepresented in higher education” 

(Sathy and Hogan, 2019). The three key principles of inclusive teaching, as outlined by Sathy 

and Hogan in their 2019 article “How to Make Your Teaching More Inclusive,” are: 

● Inclusive teaching is a mind-set. 

● The more structure, the better for all students. 

● Too little structure leaves too many students behind. 

 

Additionally, Sathy & Hogan (2019) describe five ways to interact inclusively with students: 

● Get comfortable with periods of silence. 

● Add structure to small-group discussions. 

● Allow anonymous participation. 

● Counteract self-perceptions that stunt student learning. 

● Connect with students personally. 

 

https://www-chronicle-com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/article/Traditional-Teaching-May/243339
https://www-chronicle-com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/article/Traditional-Teaching-May/243339


 

Enacting these principles in your teaching includes incorporating universal design for learning 

into instructional design and planning learning activities and setting clear expectations. While 

much of the inclusive teaching literature centers on semester-long classes, there is increasing 

focus among librarians on inclusive teaching for one-shot sessions, workshops, and reference 

consultations. For more on inclusive teaching and related ideas, see Sathy & Hogan (2019), and 

additional resources listed at the end of this article. 

Applying inclusive teaching principles 

Inclusive teaching is a mind-set. 

My mind-set and approach to lesson planning can be summed up in a few sentences: I will talk 

less, and students will do and talk more; let’s co-create knowledge and learn from each other, 

because students know stuff. Stated more formally, my inclusive teaching mind-set is informed 

by feminist pedagogy, critical pedagogy, and my own experiences as a student learning to teach 

from inclusive teachers. 

The more structure, the better for all students. 

When teaching online, I use Google Docs extensively. I make shareable presentations in 

Google Slides and distribute the link at the beginning of the session. I typically write a session 

outline in a shared Google Doc, where students can see learning goals and activity instructions, 

take collaborative notes, and get links. The doc has the added benefit of keeping me on track 

and reminding me of the content I want to cover. 

Too little structure leaves too many students behind. 

Creating structure takes time and requires rethinking and changing habitual teaching methods. 

However, as Bruno notes in a 2020 webinar, “we cannot choose who we do or don’t include, or 

how many students is ‘acceptable’ to reach or not reach.” Committing the time to do this work is 

non-negotiable. Thus, I continually revisit lesson plans to add and adjust structure to make them 

more inclusive, and I incorporate feedback from students and colleagues. 

An example: Business Research 101 

In January 2021, I taught an invited 60-minute workshop for approximately 25 undergraduate 

honors business and MBA students in Kenan Flagler Business School at UNC Chapel Hill. The 

workshop took place online using Zoom. Titled “Business Research 101”, the session was 

advertised to cover the topics: brainstorming ideas, preliminary searching, what makes a good 

research question, and how to define a topic into a researchable question. 

 

I divided the session into three main sections and an introduction. Find the slide deck here, 

which includes links to templates and activities described below. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qVuMvUvhUQSGO-3enz7d9EPKGAI-9oWIQYi7yH03x9M/edit?usp=sharing


 

1. Introduction 

I used two strategies to connect with students personally. First, I included an introduction slide 

with a casual photo and my “latest pandemic hobbies” (embroidery and making clotted cream). 

Second, I asked students to share a recommendation for books, movies, podcasts, TV shows, 

recipes, etc. in the Zoom chat and I commented verbally on their responses as they rolled in. I 

transitioned to workshop content with an anonymous PollEverywhere question: “What does 

business research mean to you?” The poll also functioned as a pre-assessment that showed me 

where students were in their understanding and experience with business research. 

2. Research as process (we’ll make these slides together) 

As a whole class discussion, I asked the students to respond to the questions: “What are things 

you want to keep in mind as you start the research process?” and “What are the steps of the 

research process?” To respond, they could type in the chat or unmute to speak. I typed their 

responses into the slide deck while I was live screen-sharing. When I saw gaps in their 

responses, I modified or added to them to ensure we built a robust understanding of “Research 

as process.” See the students’ responses on slides eight and nine. 

 

Creating slides on the spot with students’ responses is one method I employ to “counteract self-

perceptions that stunt student learning” (Sathy and Hogan, 2019). Students’ prior experiences 

and knowledge are valuable! A student will inevitably ask a question or bring up an idea that I 

may not have thought of, thus enriching our conversation. As well, creating space for students 

to contribute their existing knowledge or experience can help more folks see themselves 

belonging in a research environment. One quick way of doing this is asking how they search for 

and evaluate information in any context, like if they are visiting an unfamiliar place and need to 

find a restaurant. 

3. Topics, Questions, and Concept Maps, Oh my! 

An additional anonymous PollEverywhere slide allowed me to continue assessing students’ 

knowledge of research questions and topics as we moved into the concept mapping activity in 

Zoom breakout rooms. Before going into the rooms, we co-created another slide on the qualities 

of a research question, and crowd-sourced topic suggestions for the concept mapping activity. 

 

The concept mapping activity happened in eight breakout rooms. Since it had several 

components, and I couldn’t easily float among breakout rooms to observe and answer 

questions, I provided structure by writing clear instructions in the slides. Before sending 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qVuMvUvhUQSGO-3enz7d9EPKGAI-9oWIQYi7yH03x9M/present#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qVuMvUvhUQSGO-3enz7d9EPKGAI-9oWIQYi7yH03x9M/present#slide=id.g798ccf0d5d_0_15
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qVuMvUvhUQSGO-3enz7d9EPKGAI-9oWIQYi7yH03x9M/present#slide=id.g798ccf0d5d_0_46


 

students into rooms, I talked through the instructions and demonstrated the activity links. I also 

copied the instructions into the chat. 

 

For the activity, each group/room had a blank 

concept map in a Google Sheets template. They 

selected one of the crowd-sourced topic ideas 

and filled out the concept map. Before breakout 

rooms closed, they used their concept map to 

write a research question draft incorporating 

what they learned from the qualities of a 

research question discussion. Back in the main 

Zoom room, each group wrote their example 

research questions into the slide deck. 

4. Crash testing databases 

Business information tools are notoriously 

difficult to use without detailed instruction. However, when combined with video tutorials and 

links to on-demand “how-to” resources, I’ve found that “Crash testing databases” can be an 

effective way to give students a taste of business information sources. This is an “I talk less, 

students do/talk more” version of the traditional “database demo.” Using the same breakout 

room groups, I assigned each small group a different database. Each database had a blank 

slide for students to take notes, add search tips, or share what type of information they found in 

their database. At the end of the crash tests, I spent a few moments talking through their 

observations and correcting or sharing more information about the databases. 

5. Final Thoughts 

I closed by sharing my email address and consultation calendar and reiterating that “I’m here for 

you.” At the end of the day, I want students to know they can contact me with their questions 

and thoughts as they continue their research. 

Resources to learn more 

I encourage you to explore these resources to learn more about inclusive teaching and ways 

you can incorporate the principles into your teaching praxis. 
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qVuMvUvhUQSGO-3enz7d9EPKGAI-9oWIQYi7yH03x9M/present#slide=id.g798ccf0d5d_0_213
https://www.chronicle.com/article/how-to-make-your-teaching-more-inclusive/
https://www.chronicle.com/article/how-to-make-your-teaching-more-inclusive/
https://ncsu.zoom.us/rec/share/s39BD3j-n9Z-6T-Fru0U1oGqSvRzjC5cPmAp6vKds5Y_hpfWIzYnMJHjvSe4r9NV.is8Vb2-hzO2QhaQe
https://ncsu.zoom.us/rec/share/s39BD3j-n9Z-6T-Fru0U1oGqSvRzjC5cPmAp6vKds5Y_hpfWIzYnMJHjvSe4r9NV.is8Vb2-hzO2QhaQe
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Webpages 

● Viji Sathy & Kelly Hogan - InclusifiED 

● A Guide to Feminist Pedagogy, Vanderbilt University 

● Monash University - Inclusive Teaching Toolkit  

● How to Humanize Your Online Class 
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Many thanks to Rachel Gammons, Lindsay Inge Carpenter, Alex Carroll, Jordan Sly, Dr. Renee 

Hill, Dayna Durbin, Jade Bruno, Kristan Shawgo, and many others who model and teach 

inclusively, from and with whom I have been privileged to learn and work. 

https://commons.emich.edu/loexquarterly/vol44/iss1/4
http://commons.emich.edu.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1306&context=loexquarterly
http://commons.emich.edu.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1306&context=loexquarterly
http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/904315380
https://sites.google.com/view/inclusified/home
https://my.vanderbilt.edu/femped/
https://www.monash.edu/library/inclusive-teaching/home
https://brocansky.com/2015/04/infographic-how-to-humanize-your-online-class.html
https://www.slu.edu/cttl/resources/inclusive-teaching.php
https://tll.gse.harvard.edu/instructional-resources
https://www.gse.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/Protocols_Handout.pdf
https://www.gse.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/Protocols_Handout.pdf
https://bit.ly/tirpsandtrendsf20

